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Introduction
The two major U.S. stock trading centers have gradually increased access and visibility of their limit order books. On the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), the order book is maintained by a single market maker called the specialist. Traders, for many years, pressured the exchange for greater transparency, and in 2002, NYSE created their OpenBook data feed. Orders from floor brokers and rival exchanges are now visible even when they are not in the first position in the book.
The Nasdaq, from its 1971 inception, eschewed a trading floor in favor of a system of multiple market makers. Member dealers communicated through an electronic quote and execution system. In 1997, access to the limit order book was expanded to include alternative trading systems and even individual investors. The SuperMontage initiative, completed at the end of 2002, expanded the book to include multiple levels of liquidity from participants. This enables the public to view the demand and supply curves of all market participants.
The previous literature on the Nasdaq has focused primarily on the so-called inside spread, the distance between the best bid and ask prices. This paper asks a surprisingly simple but neglected question: does the entire order book help predict the next inside quote revision?
The econophysics literature has uncovered important statistical regularities in the limit order books of disparate markets. Lillo and Farmer (2004) find that orders on the London Stock Exchange follow a long memory process. Bouchaud et al. (2002) , while analysing the Paris Bourse, found a power law for the placement of new limit orders and a hump shape for the depth in the order book. Potters and Bouchaud (2003) find similar properties for Nasdaq stocks on the Island ECN. Weber and Rosenow (2005) find a log linear relationship between signed market order flows and returns on Island.
A small number of recent papers have begun to analyse the full Nasdaq order book. Huang (2002) analyses price discovery by electronic communication networks (ECNs) and classes of market makers. His approach focuses more on the long-run cointegration dynamics than on the high frequency tick analysis pursued here. Simaan et al. (2002) examine the dealer quotes for continued avoidance of odd ticks by market makers. Chung and Zhao (2004) study both quotes and depth, as I do, but they exclude the ECNs. Several papers have focused on ECNs including Hasbrouck and Saar's (2002) study of the Island ECN, Weston (2002) on overall ECN liquidity provision, and Barclay et al. (2003) on execution quality. Boehmer et al. (2005) analyse the effect of the NYSE OpenBook.
This paper also draws heavily on the econometric literature in high frequency finance. Contributions here include Biais et al. (1995) who provide an empirical analysis of a purely order driven market in Paris. Bollerslev et al. (1997) who model the Reuters screen *Email: mizrach@econ.rutgers.edu based foreign exchange quote system. Mizrach and Neely (2005) look at the U.S. Treasury market.
Our initial approach is most closely related to Hasbrouck's (1991) model of joint trade and quote formation. Engle and Russell (1998) extended this model to include the time duration between trades on the NYSE. Engle and Patton (2004) look at price impact in an error-correction framework. This paper differs not only in looking at a different microstructure, but in looking at dealer specific characteristics including depth.
This paper looks at the order book in its entirety, the full montage of dealer and ECN quotes and depth as well as transactions. For the liquid Nasdaq stocks, there is a vast amount of information. For our sample month, December 2002, The Nasdaq 100 has an average of 75 market participants providing quotes and depth intradaily. The most active stock, Intel (INTC), has 458,673 quote revisions for the month.
My focus is on the very short-run, the next quote revision or tick. The details in the Nasdaq order book allow us to ask very precise questions. Does an increase in quoted depth on the inside bid increase the likelihood of an uptick? Does the number of participants on the bid matter independently of their displayed liquidity? I find, for example, that the number of bids or offers is more important than the quoted depth.
I also examine whether activity away from the inside market is at all relevant. In general, I find that the bids (offers) away from the inside increase the probability of a down (up) tick.
I next explore if individual market makers or ECNs have a larger influence on the next tick. For the liquid Nasdaq 100 stocks, I find strong evidence for this. In my less liquid small cap sample, I find most of the information about identity is not helpful in determining the next tick.
Transactions and quote revisions on the Nasdaq are generally positively autocorrelated. It appears to be a consequence of the Nasdaq microstructure and certainly contributes to the higher volatility relative to the NYSEy. Nonetheless, additional liquidity does reduce volatility. The last result I obtain is that this volatility decreases with larger market capitalization and the presence of more market makers.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, I outline features of the Nasdaq microstructure. The Nasdaq's latest display and execution systems are described. While the Nasdaq superficially appears like a centralized limit order book, it maintains certain regulations that still fragment the marketplace. I focus more directly on the order book in section 3. Section 4 introduces and extends the Hasbrouck model to include information away from the inside quote. Details of the data set and samples selected are in section 5. Section 6 estimates a VAR at tick frequency with indicators from the entire order book. Section 7 looks at individual market participants, and section 8 models the cross sectional differences in market impact. Section 9 examines the implications of our empirical results with existing market microstructure theories. I conclude in section 10 with a summary of the empirical results and a partial assessment of the recent changes to the Nasdaq microstructure.
The Nasdaq trading mechanism
The Nasdaq marketplace is a patchwork system that debuted back in 1971z. An important early change in Nasdaq came about because of the October 1987 stock market crash. While the Dow Jones Index (then consisting entirely of NYSE stocks) fell À22.6% on October 19th, Nasdaq market makers were essentially unreachable in the afternoon, extending the crash in the Nasdaq composite to a second day: À12.04% on October 19 and À9.43% on October 20. In response to investor complaints, the National Association of Security Dealers, Nasdaq's parent at that time, required mandatory participation in the Small Order Execution System (SOES). In most large capitalization stocks, market makers were required to automatically execute orders of up to 1000 shares. This system led to the first wave of day trading in Nasdaq stocks with so-called SOES banditsx making quick entry and exit as short term trends emerged.
A second wave of reforms followed the Christie and Schultz (1994) debate about Nasdaq price fixing. The SEC instituted new Order Handling Rules (OHR)ô that help to guarantee national market protection to customer orders. A market maker is required to handle a marketable limit order in one of four ways: (1) execute the limit order; (2) change its quote and the size associated with its quote to reflect the limit order; (3) send the limit order to another market maker; (4) deliver a limit order to an electronic communications network (ECN) or unlisted trading privileges market (UTP). In essence, this allowed even small retail customers to become temporary market makers. Nasdaq quoted and effective spreads declined substantially following these reforms. Inside spreads were narrowed further on April 9, 2001 when Nasdaq completed its transition to decimals, with a minimum tick increment of $0.01.
As Nasdaq became a level playing field, dealer's market share began to erode. By 2001, ECNs were handling nearly 40% of volume. Nasdaq made the decision to go public in 2001 and gradually become independent of the National Association of Security Dealers. It has used stock to make acquisitions as well. Nasdaq also introduced an anonymous quote and execution facilityz which appears in the order book under the identity SIZE. Nasdaq sponsored studiesx report improvements in execution quality.
Even though trading remains fragmented on Nasdaq, the limit order book still provides a centralized view of nearly all the available liquidity. I describe it in detail in the next section.
Details on the limit order book
I begin with an example of the quote montage available to traders. I include one partial display for Fastenal Company (FAST: NNM), one of the smaller cap stocks in the Nasdaq 100 Index, at 10:38:37 on December 3, 2002. Table 1 shows the first five price levels (tiers) of the bid and the first six tiers of the ask. In the complete display, there are 29 distinct non-zero bid and ask prices in the stock. Nasdaq market makers are obliged to offer twosided quotations; the market maker U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray (PIPR) is at 35.83 on the bid and at 36.09 on the offerô. Depthsk are in 100s of shares.
The inside market consists of the best bid and ask prices and the largest depth. In this case, the quote would be 35.85 Â 35.86 with a depth of 37 Â 2. This would be the quote you would see displayed on most real time quote services. It would not offer you the identity of the liquidity provider, nor would it show you additional depth at the inside quote. A view of the entire order book, in this instance, reveals three ECNs, Archipelago (ARCA), Brut (BRUT), and Bloomberg Trade Book (BTRD), and one UTP, the Instinet ECN (ADFN) on the bid. On the inside ask, there is just the Brut ECN. For all but one large capitalization Nasdaq stock analysed, an ECN was the most frequent inside market participant. In the aggregate, Nasdaq finds that ECNs and UTPs are providing 88.7% of all quotes.
There are five market makers in the display: PIPR, Susquehanna Capital Group (SUSQ) and Merrill Lynch (MLCO) on the bid, and MLCO, Goldman Sachs (GSCO), Robert W. Baird (BARD), and PIPR on the offer.
I wish to determine whether the information in the entire order book is useful for the evolution of the inside quote process. Can the number of bidders and/or the aggregate depth on price tiers beyond the inside quote help predict future returns? Does the identity of specific market makers or ECNs matter? What is the market impact of a buy or sell order? A model for trades and quotes is required to address these questions in a formal way.
A tick frequency model of quotes and trades
The standard model of intra-day quote and trade evolution is the vector autoregressive model of Hasbrouck (1991) . Let r t be the percentage change in the midpoint of the bid-ask spread, logððp
t denote the net sum of the sequence of signed trades since the last tick. A transaction is considered to be a buy (sell) and is signed þ1 (À1) if it is above (below) the midquote>. The quote revision model is specified as
Time t here is measured in terms of quote revisions: any change in the order book represents a tick. In this section, I extend the specification of the Hasbrouck VAR to include information beyond the inside quote. The quotes and depth in the montage will be interpreted as an empirical excess demand function. This would be literally true if actual depths matched quoted depths. Market maker and ECN identities may be informative about additional depth, so I defer discussion of this issue to the next section. I explore several methods of aggregating the data in the limit order book to find out which aspects are informative for the next tick.
I begin by introducing notation for the display. It bears repeating here that clock time is determined by any revisions in the order book to prices or quantities. Let p b;i k;t be the bid for market participant i on the tier k of the quote montage at time t, and let p a;j k;t be the corresponding quote on the tier k of the ask by market participant j. Apart from ECNs, you will rarely find i ¼ j at tier k ¼ 1. For our example order book in t . In the empirical application, I limit the analysis to the first five tiers, k ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. To measure relative buy or sell pressure at each tier, these enter as differences in the final specification.
To take an overall measure of the top tiers of the display, I introduce a variable which I call demand, D b t . It is a weighted average of the first five tiers of the bid,
In the example, this sums to 35.8413 because so much depth is at the inside. To avoid problems of collinearity, I have the demand curve variable enter as a first difference.
I next examine whether the number of market participants on a particular tier may provide additional information beyond the aggregate depth. For example, ten market makers each showing a bid of 100 shares might represent more demand pressure than a single market maker with a depth of 1000. Now I incorporate the entire book of quotes and depths into an extended specification for the VAR,
There are 26 new coefficients, each of which also enters the trade equation (2), and 48 parameters overall. These do not present any estimation difficulties except for a few illiquid stocks in the second sample. If the order book is an excess demand function, any variable that reflects increased buying interest should put upward pressure on the next tick. It follows that all of the new variables are expected to enter with a positive sign. I turn to data and sample selection in the next section before reporting estimates of the extended VAR.
Data and sample selection
Since January 1999, Nasdaq has collected a complete record of dealer quotes and trades in a monthly compilation called the Nasdaq Trade and Quote Database (NASTRAQ). The NYSE also collects data for Nasdaq stocks in their Trade and Quote Database (TAQ), but the database is limited to a display of inside quote information. The NASTRAQ database provides complete inside quote depth and all subsequent tiers of the bid and offer curves. The identity of the market participant is also known.
Since SuperMontage debuted in 2002, market participants have been able to display multiple levels of liquidity. Nasdaq's TotalViewy provides a real time display of the entire limit order book. Unfortunately, NASTRAQ only records each participant's top quote in their historical database. In December 2002, this was not a very serious issue though, with 71% of market makers and six of eight ECNs entering only a single level of quotes.
I selected two samples of stocks from this database for the month of December 2002. The first group is the Nasdaq 100 stocksz. This is the primary index of large capitalization Nasdaq stocks. In December of 2002, they had an average market capitalization of $13.38 billion, and an average share price of $26.84. I also examine separately the biggest four stocks of the Nasdaq: Microsoft (MSFT); Intel (INTC); Cisco Systems (CSCO); and Dell Computer (DELL). They have an average market cap of $143.65 billion and an average share price of $21.54. The complete list along with some data characteristics is in appendix A.
I chose a sample of 250 smaller capitalization stocks using three criteria, a price of greater than $5.00 per share, an average daily trading volume of 7500 to 40,000 shares, yhttps://www.nasdaqtrader.com/ easp/totalview_form.asp zDue to index changes, mergers and delistings, I only have 95 companies in the final sample. and 90 day moving average of volume in the 28 to 52nd percentile. From this group of 250, I chose 100 issues using a random number generator. Due to data limitations, delistings, and exclusion of basket stocks, the final sample contained 87 issues which are described in appendix B. This small to midcap group has substantially different characteristics than the Nasdaq 100. The average market capitalization is $333.17 million with an average share price of $14.90.
Quote activity on the Nasdaq 100 is extremely active. For the big four, there are an average of 109.25 market makers and ECNs per stock, generating an average of 443,205 quote revisions. For the Nasdaq 100, there are an average of 75.31 market makers and ECNs per stock, generating 290,279 quote revisions. Among the smaller stocks, 11,378 quote revisions are provided by an average 21.36 market makers and ECNs per stock.
Estimation of the VAR
I estimated the model (2) and (4) for both the large cap and small cap samples, using data from the official market hours, 9:30 to 16:00. I discuss a representative estimation of the new model for Ross Stores, Inc. (ROST). Coefficient estimates are in table 2.
There are several typical patterns in table 2 that deserve mention. Notice that inside depth enters significantly positive, r 40, but does not subsume all of the information in the demand curve. The most significant explanatory variable is the ratio of the number of bidders to offers on the first tier, r ,1. The entire demand curve r,i impacts the next tick and is surprisingly persistent. Only after 13 ticks does the order book's impact on the next tick become insignificant. The ratio of bids to offers on the tiers away from the inside are generally insignificant and incorrectly signed at tier 5.
For the Nasdaq 100 sample, the inside bid tier number difference n ;t , appears to be a weaker signal. There are 21 significantly negative r,2 , 22 significantly negative r,3 , seven significantly negative r,4 , and one significantly negative r,5 against only 24 positive coefficients. For the large caps, a trader interested in the short run should look for real buying interest primarily in the number of inside bids to offers, and the inside quote depth.
Taking the measure of the entire bid side of the market does appear to be worthwhile. On average, 8.8 lags of the demand variable D b t are statistically significant and positive. The big four are like the sample as a whole. A complete set of r 's, r 's and the number of significant r 's is in tables 3-5. Information away from the inside quote is simply less important overall for a small cap stock sample. The ratio of inside bids to offers is the only consistently strong variable. It enters significantly positive in 52 of 88 regressions. The inside quote depth is significantly positive in only 14 cases. Aggregating the tier 1 depth does not help much. This ratio is significantly positive in only 15 cases. I do find several cases in which apparent increases in aggregate demand produce downticks: there are 11 significantly negative r 's and 21 significantly negative r 's. The demand curve, as a whole, is also less important. On average, only 0.5 lags of D b t are statistically significant. A complete set of r 's, r 's and the number of significant r 's for the small caps is in tables 6-8.
I now return to the information on specific market participants. The next tick on Nasdaq The next tick on Nasdaq 
Effects of individual participants
I first test for the effect that individual market makers or ECNs have on quote revisions. I am particularly interested in the dealer quotes in this setting, to examine if individual market makers have a larger effect on the next tick.
The ax
Traders call the market makers or ECNs that frequently appear on the inside market the 'ax', and they claim that taking note of the ax's activity is informativey. Let Iðq As in Huang (2002) , I find that ECNs are important providers of liquidity, but primarily for the large caps. A tabulation of the most frequent inside market participants is in table 9 for the Nasdaq 100 and table 10 for the small caps. For 87% of the Nasdaq 100 stocks (82 of 95 on the bid and 83 of 95 on the ask), ECNs are most frequently on the inside. For the large caps, Instinet (ADFN), the largely institutional ECN, is the most frequent participant. It is the 'ax' in 53 stocks on the bid and 54 stocks on the offer. The most active non-ECN is the American Stock Exchange (AMEX) for 11 stocks on the bid and 13 stocks on the ask. Only one Nasdaq market maker is the 'ax' in a stock, J.P. Morgan, Chase, Hambrecht and Quest (JPHQ) for Gilead Science (GILD) on both the bid and offer. The presence of a particular participant does not by itself indicate that they are significant contributors to subsequent quote revisions though. I turn now to the model to address that question.
For the large cap group, there are an average of 3.87 statistically significant axes per stock on both the bid and 3.77 on the ask. The entire group shows at least one ax on the bid and ask (except for BMET). Archipelago ECN (ARCA), which merged with the NYSE in 2005, is significant in 71 bid regressions and 73 ask regressions. Instinet ECN (ADFN) is significant in 58 bid and 52 ask regressions. Brut ECN, now a part of Nasdaq, is in the same range with 50 bid and 52 ask appearances. The American Stock Exchange (AMEX), Island ECN, popular with day traders, and Bloomberg Trade Book ECN (BTRD), form the next echelon, with 37, 29 and 23 on the bid and 30, 29, and 25 significant ask coefficients, respectively. Notice that these are all UTPs and ECNs. The most significant market maker is Schwab Capital Markets (SCHB) with 17 bid appearances, and Knight Trimark (NITE) with 10 on the ask. NITE is the largest Nasdaq market maker by share volume. The remainder of the top ten on the bid are JPHQ, NITE, and Trac ECN (TRAC). Two other market makers, JPHQ and SCHB, and Trac ECN round out the top ten on the ask.
For the Nasdaq 100, there are 368 statistically significant individual bid dummies b r;i , but with only 173 signed positively, consistent with the excess demand model. The big four Nasdaq stocks show the influences of the same set of participants generally as the rest of the Nasdaq 100. CINN, ARCA, BRUT, ATTN, and ADFN are the ECNs with significant impact on Cisco, and SCHB is the only market maker. Dell has the following set of significant participants: ADFN and AMEX. Intel's ax group includes the ECNs CINN, ARCA, BRUT, ADFN and two market makers, NITE and Goldman Sachs (GSCO). Finally, Microsoft has these axes: ADFN, ARCA, AMEX, BRUT, CINN, Salomon Smith Barney (SBSH) and SCHB.
On the ask side of the Nasdaq 100, there are 358 statistically significant individual a r;i in the bivariate VAR. Only slightly more than half of these, 188, are signed negatively. CSCO has six ask axes, ARCA, CINN, ADFN, BRUT, BTRD and Attain ECN (ATTN). Dell has only two ask axes, BRUT and ADFN. Intel has ACGL  ARCA  ARCA  EXPO  CINN  CINN  NUTR  CINN  CINN  AMIE  ARCA  BTRD  FFIC  ARCA  ARCA  PEAK  SCHB  NITE  ARLP  CINN  ARCA  FNLY  ARCA  ARCA  PETD  CINN  BRUT  ARRO  ARCA  ARCA  FPFC  STFL  BRUT  PGNX  ARCA  CINN  ASPM  CINN  CINN  GMRK  ARCA  ARCA  PICO  ARCA  ARCA  ASRV  CINN  CINN  HARB  CINN  ARCA  PMBC  CINN  CINN  AUTN  CINN  ARCA  HGIC  ARCA  ARCA  PORT  CINN  ARCA  BANR  ARCA  CINN  HIBB  ARCA  ARCA  PTSI  ARCA  ARCA  BASI  NITE  CINN  HIBNY  CINN  CINN  RMIX  ARCA  CINN  BBDC  NITE  CINN  HNBC  ARCA  CINN  SALM  ARCA  ARCA  BELFB  ARCA  ARCA  IBKC  CINN  ARCA  SSNC  ARCA  ARCA  BIOI  NITE  CINN  IBNK  ARCA  ARCA  SSOL  CINN six ask axes, CINN, BRUT, NITE, BTRD, ATTN, and SCHB. MSFT has seven of its 10 axes significant, ADFN, AMEX, ARCA, BRUT, CINN, NITE, and SCHB. Looking more closely at individual participants, there are some interesting results. When ARCA takes the inside bid, the next tick is more likely to be a downtick than an uptick in 65 of 71 cases. There is a statistically significant average decline of À4.293 Â 10
À4
. The results are positive for the other important ECNs: ADFN 1.948 Â 10 À4 ; BRUT 2.508 Â 10 À4 ; BTRD 2.050 Â 10 À4 ; CINN 1.414 Â 10 À4 . The most frequently significant dealer on the bid is SCHB, but their impact on the next tick is negative in each of the 17 cases, with an average decline of À5.296 Â 10 À4 . On the ask side, I find mirror image results. When ARCA takes the inside ask, there is an uptick in 63 of 73 instances, for an average tick increase of 3.858 Â 10 On the ask side, there are 185 statistically significant individual a r;i in the bivariate VAR for the small cap dataset, but only 64 of these are negative. The top ten participants on the ask are: (1) ARCA; (2) CINN; (3) ADFN; (4) GSCO; (5) BTRD; (6) NITE; (7) BRUT; (8) Schwab Capital (SCHB); (9,10) MLCO and SBSH; with the exception of SUSQ or SCHB in place of MSCO (which is 11th on the ask list frequency), this group is the same as on the bid.
The effect of specific participants in the small cap market differs from the large caps. ARCA has a negative impact from the bid in all 41 cases in which it is statistically significant. The median downtick effect is À185.534 Â 10 À4 . Unlike the large caps, the other ECNs also have a negative median impact when they take the inside bid: CINN À105.933 Â 10 À4 ; ADFN À111.817 Â 10 À4 ; BTRD À120.876 Â 10 À4 ; and BRUT À258.082 Â 10 À4 ; the most influential bid sidemarket maker is GSCO. They have a median uptick of 85.058 Â 10 À4 in the 16 regressions in which they are significant.
There is a symmetric story on the ask side for the small caps. All five major ECNs are more likely to produce upticks when they take the inside ask. The median upticks are 225.290 Â 10 À4 for ARCA, 137.475 Â 10 À4 for CINN, 121.829 Â 10 À4 for ADFN, 155.722 Â 10 À4 for BTRD, and 212.732 Â 10 À4 for BRUT. GSCO is again the most significant market maker from the offer. Their median downtick size is À141.014 Â 10 À4 . I now return to using the extended VAR to estimate the resilience of the order book.
Estimates of market impact
A vector autogression can be inverted into its moving average representation, and one can then compute impulse responses functions. In our model of trades and quotes, these have the interpretation of market impact functions, or the effect on stock returns of an unexpected buy order arriving into the market.
I compute and compare market impact estimatesy from the model without full order book information (1) and from a streamlinedz version of the extended VAR to conserve on degrees of freedom, 
I keep only the consistently significant inside bid number difference for the first tier and the demand curve variable from the quote montage. I specify the latter two variables as 5th and 15th order autoregressive processes,
yA more thorough discussion of market impact estimates from the standard VAR can be found in Mizrach (2006) . zThis system is more complete than Engle and Patton's (2004) because it includes the additional depth and number of participants in the limit order book. It also models the autoregressive dynamics of the trades.
The four variable VAR is now given by (6), (7), (8) The results for the large caps indicate that the omission of the full order book generally overstates the market impact. The private information in the quotes may reflect knowledge of order flow that is predictive of the trades. The 36 period market impact averages 12.57 Â 10 À4 which is about $0.031 for a $25 stock. This is about 19% lower than the estimates which omit full order book information. For the big four, the average market impact is 1.439 Â 10 À4 which is a little bit more than $0.0036, a reduction of 30.3% compared to the Hasbrouck estimate.
For small caps, the full order book information has the opposite effect on the market impact estimates. 84% of the stocks are estimated to have a positive impact from a buy order, with a median response of 396.90 Â 10 À4 or $0.992 for a typically priced stock. This represents an increase of 18% from the original bivariate VAR. It may seem paradoxical that incorporating additional liquidity raises the market impact. If the book is highly autocorrelated though, this can make the trade impact even more persistent.
I now try to explain cross sectional differences in market impact. I use the characteristics from appendices A and B as regressors: capitalization, average price, number of market makers, and number of ticks. Grouping the large caps and small caps together is not successful. None of the explanatory variables is significant and the R 2 is under 0.02. The model, however, is successful in describing the differential market impacts for the large caps, Market Impact ¼ 54:481 
For the large caps, these explain 20% of the data. These estimates suggest that, as firms grow and competition increases, so does liquidityy.
Implications for market microstructure theories
The paper has several empirical findings that shed light on existing microstructure theories. Because the Nasdaq is a hybrid order and dealer quote driven market, the facts do not fit neatly into any single model. As a consequence, I examine the implications of my empirical findings for both classes of models. The first regards the autoregressive structure of the quotes. The positive serial correlation in quote revision for the large caps is consistent with quote driven models like Calcagno and Lovo (2005) in which uninformed market makers follow the quotes of informed market makers. It can also be explained in an order driven market by what Biais et al. (1995) call the 'diagonal effect' in which they observe that a limit order that improves the inside bid (ask) is more likely to be followed by another limit order which increases (decreases) the inside bid (ask). A similar diagonal effect for trades is present as well. The negative serial correlation in the small caps suggest that the quote revision process for that group can be explained without assuming informed traders, e.g. Roll (1984) .
The importance of the entire limit order book in explaining the next tick is supportive of the view that the Nasdaq has an important order driven component. As in many auction designs, additional buy (sell) side interest makes the next price change more likely to be an uptick (downtick). Biais et al. (1999) observe this behaviour even in an environment in which quotes are only indicative. Similarly, in the period in which quotes are firm, the authors find that additional depth on one side of the book helps predict the appearance of additional liquidity on the same side of the book.
The significance of participant identity is hard to explain if one assumes that orders and quotes are driven by a noise process or that dealers are symmetrically informed. The market appears to recognize that some dealers and ECNs are more informed than others, and it is more likely to adjust their quotes in line with only some of the most active quote providers. The findings also add some additional subtlety to the importance of anonymity as noted by Foucault et al. (2005) . While many Nasdaq studies have documented the importance of ECNs in improving the inside market (e.g. Simaan et al. 2002) my results show that the market regards anonymous limit orders from Archipelago differently than from Instinet or other ECNs.
Finally, my VAR model produces dynamic estimates of market impact. My analysis indicates that market impact studies need to take into account the entire state of the book, not just the inside quote.
Conclusion
This paper has provided some empirical support for the importance of observing the entire limit order book.
yA similar conclusion regarding spreads can be found in Klock and McCormick (1999) . 
Notes:
The sample period is December 2002 with the number of tick observations found in the data appendix. 
The sample period is December 2002 with the number of tick observations found in the data appendix.
Nasdaq has multiple sources of liquidity, and the quote montage is a noisy road map.
Inside quotes, like those available on free quote services, often provide a less than complete picture of the market. The number of buyers and sellers, I find, is almost always more important than quoted depth. Aggregate depth, either at the inside market, or as a weighted average of the demand curve, is also helpful, and this information is surprisingly persistent. In general, the results are more successful for large cap stocks than small caps.
The institutional ECNs, Instinet and Archipelago, are the most active participants on the inside market. They are also frequently the 'ax' contributing to buying or selling pressure in the stock. Quotes away from the inside are generally not informative. Large numbers of buyers (sellers) at tiers away from the best bid (offer) are more likely to result in a downtick (uptick).
The model of trades and quotes presented also produces dynamic estimates of market impact. The impact of a buy order can be determined beyond its impact on the current spread. The estimates appear to vary sensibly with standard measures of liquidity.
Traders clearly think transparency of the order book matters, and they have successfully pressured the NYSE to provide similar information through OpenBooky. A follow up study to this would examine whether the additional depth visible on the NYSE and the regional exchanges is useful for trade and quote evolution. This paper is supportive of Nasdaq's SuperMontage initiative to provide access to and information about additional liquidity. The recent consolidation of ECNs on Nasdaq may eventually impact the market's quality though. Notes: Market capitalization is in millions of dollars. The average price is the monthly average of the daily closes. The number of market makers is the total for the entire month. All data are for December 2002. Notes: Market capitalization is in millions of dollars. The average price is the monthly average of the daily closes. The number of market makers is the total for the entire month. All data are for December 2002.
